
Volume Production, Regenerative Human Replacement
Tissues and Organ Segments

“How Did BCM Succeed at Regenerative Healing and What is Next?”

Over the past 20 years researchers and professionals, in many fields of medicine, and science, have 
made major progress and advancements to improve the Standard of Care in medicine and 
Regenerative healthcare.

However, all of these efforts have failed to produce a complete solution. That solution being the ability 
to: 

“Successfully generate high quality Regenerative Human Replacement Tissues and Organ 
Segments” in a reproducible and consistent manner, that can meet the demands of the 
market. 

BCM Industries has developed a solution and is preparing to commence volume production for
global patient delivery. Interested parties are invited to attend a private tour and review of  
BCM technologies and processes and participate in a hands-on demonstration.

You will have the opportunity to witness how BCM is set to become the leader in Regenerative 
Medicine.

The BCM solution is a complex integration of unique technologies and proprietary process, which 
when intricately combined result in the ability to deliver volume production of high quality Regenerative
Human Replacement Tissues.

Following is a partial list of unique technologies and proprietary processes which BCM utilizes: 

1] Intricate Scaffolding Matrix Structures
2] Ultimate Purity of Sourcing Materials
3] Patient specific Tissue Growth Process
4] Extreme Quality Control of all Processes
5] Tissue specific scaffolds enabling Functional Organ Knowledge to New Cells
6] BCM Proprietary Non-Disclosed Technologies and Processes

To learn more and to arrange for your attendance at an invitation only, BCM Regenerative Medicine 
human organ replacement presentation and a live organ growth demonstration, contact Rogier or 
Scott.

Rogier Fentener van Vlissingen
Senior Vice President, 
Developing Markets, NA, EU and Africa
Phone:  1-718-409-0293
Email: RogierV@BCMIndustries.com

Scott Blow, JD/MBA
Senior Vice President, 
Developing Markets, North/South America and Pacific
Phone: 1-732-757-5500
Email: ScottB@BCMIndustries.com

We welcome the opportunity to present BCM leadership in Regenerative Medicine organ healing for 
all; and thank you for your attention to this offer. 
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